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Morocco:  Spanish Postal Administration after 1912 and 
Morocco during the Spanish civil war and the Second World War. 
 




Postage stamps and related objects are miniature communication tools, and they tell a 
story about cultural and political identities and about artistic forms of identity 
expressions. They are part of the world’s material heritage, and part of history. Ever 
more of this postal heritage becomes available online, published by stamp collectors’ 
organizations, auction houses, commercial stamp shops, online catalogues, and 
individual collectors. Virtually collecting postage stamps and postal history has recently 
become a possibility. These working papers about Africa are examples of what can be 
done. But they are work-in-progress! Everyone who would like to contribute, by 
sending corrections, additions, and new area studies can do so by sending an email 
message to the APH editor: Ton Dietz (dietzaj@asc.leidenuniv.nl). You are welcome! 
 
Disclaimer: illustrations and some texts are copied from internet sources that are publicly available. All 
sources have been mentioned. If there are claims about the copy rights of these sources, please send an 
email to asc@asc.leidenuniv.nl, and, if requested, those illustrations will be removed from the next 
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An earlier version of (parts of) APH 5 was published as ASC Working Paper Nr 125 in 
early 2016 (“A postal history of the First World War in Africa and its aftermath - German 
colonies/postal areas : V Morocco”. See 
https://openaccess.leidenuniv.nl/handle/1887/37404   
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9.1 Spanish Post in 1914: “Marruecos” 
 
http://www.delcampe.net/items?language=S&catLists[0]=7838&searchString=&page=3&useAsDefault= 
Idem, Postmark Tetuan, 1915 
 
www.stampworld.com: “1914 King Alfonso XIII - Spanish Postage Stamps Overprinted "MARRUECOS". 
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Both: “1914 Newspaper Stamp - Spanish Postage Stamp Overprinted "MARRUECOS" 
22. July WM: None   Perforation: Imperforated”.  
 
 
https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/C-i.jpg: “1914 Special Delivery - 
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2c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/D-i.jpg; Michel 15 
5c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/D1-i.jpg, Michel 16 
10c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/D2-i.jpg; Michel 17 
15c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/D3-i.jpg; Michel 18 
20c: see below; Michel 19 
25c: see below; Michel 20 
30c: see below; Michel 21 




50c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/D8-i.jpg: Michel 23 
1peseta: see below; Michel 24 
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10peseta: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/D11-i.jpg; Michel 26 
All: “1914 Spanish Postage Stamps Overprinted "PROTECTORADO ESPANOL - EN MARRUECOS" 













1/4c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/E1-i.jpg: “1915 As No. 13 - 
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Blue, misprint: http://filateliahobby.es/11462-home_default/1915-ed-marruecos-56dh-x2-.jpg  
https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco [stampworld gives the wrong illustration, the one 
with ‘Marruecos’= 1914]. It adds: “1915 Special Delivery - Spanish Postage Stamp Overprinted "PROTECTORADO - 
ESPANOL - EN MARRUECOS". WM: None   Perforation: 14”; Michel 28.  
 





    
2c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/G-i.jpg; Michel 29 
5c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/G1-i.jpg; Michel 30 
10c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/G2-i.jpg; Michel 31 
15c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/G3-i.jpg: Michel 33 
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15c (1920): https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/G5-i.jpg; Michel 32 
20c: http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-luZeznnGomg/VhQ6EhpNgPI/AAAAAAAAZ6c/tRN1IWHGKpA/s1600/SpanM78.jpg; 
Michel 34 
25c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/G6-i.jpg; Michel 35 
30c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/G7-i.jpg: Michel 36 
All: “1916 -1920 Spanish Postage Stamps Overprinted "ZONA DE - PROTECTORADO - ESPANOL - EN 
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https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/H1-i.jpg; both: “1916 -1920 
Newspaper Stamps - Spanish Postage Stamp Overprinted " ZONA DE - PROTECTORADO - ESPANOL - EN 
MARRUECOS", WM: None   Perforation: Imperforated”.  
1916/17 Telegraph stamps 
 




5c Yvert TT 1, http://filateliahobby.es/11540-home_default/1916-ed-marruecos-telegrafos-1n-8n-.jpg 
10c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H2c-H2.jpg; Yvert TT2 15c: http://gb-
precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H11.jpg; also , http://filateliahobby.es/11540-home_default/1916-
ed-marruecos-telegrafos-1n-8n-.jpg  
15c; http://images-01.delcampe-static.net/img_large/auction/000/304/709/673_001.jpg Yvert TT3; also , 
http://filateliahobby.es/11540-home_default/1916-ed-marruecos-telegrafos-1n-8n-.jpg 
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1917: Postal money stamps Michel: “Postanweisungsmarken”, Nrs 1-5; Yvert: Timbres pour 




5c; http://thumbs.ebaystatic.com/images/g/UtwAAOSwMNxXbWMU/s-l225.jpg Michel PA 1 
10c; Michel PA 2 
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50c; Michel PA4 
1Pta; Michel PA5 
 




5c; Michel PA 6; red and blue overprint (blue not yet included); 10c; Michel PA 7; 25c; Michel PA8; 50c; Michel PA9;  
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5c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H9.jpg; Yvert TT 9  
10c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Maroc-sp-1.jpg; Yvert TT 10 
15c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H11.jpg; Yvert TT 11 
30c: Yvert TT 12, see above 
50c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H13.jpg; Yvert TT 13 
1p: Yvert TT 14, see above 




10peseta: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-JT-Tetuan-a.jpg; Yvert TT16 
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http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-JT-Tetuan-d.jpg: “TETUAN,  




http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-Bisect-1.jpg: “The bisection was 
apparently done by perforation. Due to a shortage of the 15c perhaps. These appear to have 




http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Morocco-jt-tel-cor.jpg: “These are known 
postally used. Image courtesy of Jeff Turnbull.”.  
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10+10c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/J-s.jpg; “1920 King Alfonso 
XIII - No. 19 & 21 Halfed and Surcharged; WM: None   Perforation: 14”; Michel 54 





https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/K-s.jpg; “1920 Express Stamp - No. 
28 Halfed & Surcharged, WM: None   Perforation: 14”; Michel 56a blue overprint. Also exists with orange overprint, 



































http://www.delcampe.net/items?language=S&catLists%5B0%5D=7838 (2x, one with postmark of Tetuan) 
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1921 Postage stamps 
 
 
https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/XL-s.jpg : “1921 Spanish Postage 
Stamp Overprinted "ZONA DE - PROTECTORADO - ESPANOL - EN MARRUECOS" WM: None   Perforation: 
Imperforated”. Michel 57 
 
    
 
https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/L-s.jpg; Michel 58 
https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/L1-s.jpg; Michel 59  
https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/L2-s.jpg; Michel 60 (two colour 
versions) 
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https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/L5-s.jpg; Michel 62 
https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/L6-s.jpg; Michel 63  
 
All: “1921 -1922 Spanish Postage Stamps Overprinted "ZONA DE - PROTECTORADO - ESPANOL - EN 
MARRUECOS", WM: None   Perforation: 12½-14”.  
 
 





























www.stampworld.com: “1923 -1926 Spanish Postage Stamps Overprinted "ZONA DE - PROTECTORADO - 
ESPANOL - EN MARRUECOS"; WM: None   Perforation: 10¾-14”. 2c: Michel 64; 5c: Michel 65; 10c: Michel 66 (in 
two colour versions; one see below); 15c: Michel 67; 20c: Michel 68; 25c: Michel 69; 30c: Michel; 70: not issued 
officially; not included, 40c; Michel 71; 50c: Michel 72; 1 Pta: Michel 73; 4Pta: Michel 74, not issued officially; 
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http://images-00.delcampe-static.net/img_large/auction/000/309/736/379_001.jpg: “MARRUECOS. Cartas. 1922. 
Tetuan a San Sebastian. Carta con multifranqueo y marca” 
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“Airmail cover" from Larache (Morocco) to Madrid via Sevilla from November 16, 1925. Correct postage of 25 
céntimos for an inland letter. Additional airmail fees for cards and covers were not charged any more for the Sevilla - 
Larache line since February 15, 1924. Special arriving mark from the Madrid main post office 
"CORRESP[PONDENCI]A LLEGADA POR AVION | CORREO CENTRAL" to indicate that this cover reached 





1923 Telegraph stamps 
    
5c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Maroc-sp-H17.jpg; Yvert TT 17 
10c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Maroc-sp-H18.jpg; Yvert TT 18 
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30c: see below; Yvert TT 20 
50c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H21.jpg; Yvert TT 21 
1peseta: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Maroc-sp-H22.jpg; Yvert TT 22 
   
1peseta: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Maroc-sp-H22a.jpg; Yvert TT 22 
4pesetas: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H23.jpg; Yvert TT 23 
10pesetas: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H24.jpg; Yvert TT 24  
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1926 Postage stamps 
 
1c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/P-i.jpg; Michel 77 
2c;  https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/Q-i.jpg;  Michel 78 
5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/R-i.jpg; Michel 79 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/S-i.jpg; Michel 80 
 
15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/P1-i.jpg; Michel 81 
20c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/S1-i.jpg; Michel 82 
25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/T-i.jpg; Michel 83 
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40c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/R1-i.jpg; Michel 85 
50c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/Q1-i.jpg; Michel 86 
1Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/S2-i.jpg; Michel 87 
4Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/R2-i.jpg; Michel 88 
 
10Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/T1-i.jpg; Michel 89 
20c Urgente; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/U-i.jpg; Michel 90 
All: “1926 Red Cross - Not issued Spanish Stamps Overprinted "ZONA PROTECTORADO ESPANOL", 15. 
September WM: None   Perforation: 12½”.  
1928 Postage stamps 
 
1c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/V-i.jpg; Michel 91 
2c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/V1-i.jpg; Michel 92 
5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/V2-i.jpg; Michel 93 
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15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/V4-i.jpg; Michel 95 
20c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/W-i.jpg; Michel 96 
25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/W1-i.jpg; Michel 97 
30c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/W2-i.jpg; Michel 98 
 
40c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/W3-i.jpg; Michel 99 
50c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/W4-i.jpg;  Michel 100 
1Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/X-i.jpg; Michel 101 
 
2.50Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/Y-i.jpg;  Michel 102 
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20c Urgente; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AA-i.jpg; Michel 104 
All: “1928 Local Motifs, 7. September WM: None   Perforation: 14”.  
1928 Telegraph stamps 
    
5c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H25.jpg; Yvert TT 25  
10c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H26.jpg; Yvert TT 26 
30c:  http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H27.jpg; Yvert TT 27  
50c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H28.jpg; Yvert TT 28  
   
1peseta: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H29.jpg; Yvert TT 29  
4pesetas: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H30.jpg; Yvert TT 30  
10pesetas: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H31.jpg; Yvert TT 31  
All: “1928 New design, specifically for Morocco. No controls. White wove paper. No watermark. Perf 14”.  
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1c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AB-i.jpg; Michel 105 
2c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AB1-i.jpg; Michel 106 
5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AB2-i.jpg; Michel 107 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AB3-i.jpg; Michel 108 
 
15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AB4-i.jpg; Michel 109 
20c; http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-vLh3xM_0hsk/VhQ7-
vY95wI/AAAAAAAAZ68/0a5FDA5UnB8/s1600/SpanM113.jpg; Michel 110 
25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AB6-i.jpg; Michel 111 
30c; Michel 112; not yet included 
40c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AB8-i.jpg; Michel 113 
 
50c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AB9-i.jpg;  Michel 114 
1Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AB10-i.jpg; Michel 115 
4Peseta; Michel 116; two versions; not yet included 
10Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AB12-i.jpg; Michel 117 
All: “1929 International Exhibition - Barcelona & Sevilla. Overprinted "PROTECTORADO MARRUECOS"; 15. 
February WM: None   Perforation: 11¼ or 14”.  
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1c; Michel 118; not yet included; www.stampworld.com: “1932 Local motifs - Value in "Ct"; WM: None   Perforation: 
14”.  
1933-‘35 Postage stamps 
 
 
1c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AD-i.jpg; Michel 119 (Jan. 1934) 
2c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AE-i.jpg; Michel 120 
5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AF-i.jpg; Michel 121 (Nov. 
1934) 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AG-i.jpg; Michel 122 (Jan. 
1934) 
 
15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AH-i.jpg;  Michel 123 
20c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AD1-i.jpg; Michel 124 
25c; red; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AI-i.jpg; Michel 125 
(4.1.1935) 
25c; violet; Michel 126 (1935); see below 
30c; brown red;  https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AG1-i.jpg;  Michel 
127  
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40c; blue;  https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AL-i.jpg; Michel 129 
40c; orange; Michel 130 (1935); see below 
50c; orange; Michel 131 (Jan. 1934); not yet included 
50c; blue; Michel 132 (1935); not yet included 
60c; Michel 133 (1935); see below 
1Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AE1-i.jpg; Michel 134 
(4.1.1935) 
2Peseta; Michel 135 (1935); see below 
2.50Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AF1-i.jpg;  Michel 136 
(4.1.1935) 
 
4Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AH1-i.jpg; Michel 137 
(4.1.1935) 
5Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AI1-i.jpg; Michel 138 
(4.1.1935) 
20c Urgente; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AM-i.jpg; Michel 139 
(4.1.1935).4 
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10c black: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-H35.jpg; Yvert TT 32   
10c red: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H35b.jpg; Yvert: not mentioned  
50c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H36.jpg; Yvert TT 33  
1peseta: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/ff/Spanish_Morocco_1p_telegraph_stamp_1935.JPG ; 
Yvert TT 34 
All: “1935-1937 Fiscal stamps of Spain overprinted 'Telégrafos' in black and as type 4 in blue or red. Controls in black on 
reverse. White wove paper. No watermark. Perf 12 x 11½”.  
 
1935 Telegraph stamps on revenue stamps 
Yvert TT 35-38 
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All: “1935-1938 Spanish Moroccan revenue stamps overprinted 'Telégrafos' in one of four types, in red or black. White 
wove paper. No watermark. Perf 13½. Controls in black, sideways on reverse”.  
 
1935 Telegraph stamps 
   
15c:5c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-H32.jpg; Yvert TT 39 
50c: 4pesetas: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-H33.jpg; Yvert TT 40 
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All: “1935 As above but surcharged as indicated in black.”. 
 
1936 Postage stamps 
 
 
0.25P + 2P : 25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AI2-i.jpg; “1936 
Surcharge; WM: None   Perforation: 13¼ x 13½”: Michel 140, two versions (black overprint, and dark blue overprint) 
 
   
 
1c: 4Pta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/Z1-i.jpg;  Michel 141 
2c: 2.50Pta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/Y1-i.jpg; Michel 142 




10c : 1Pta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/X1-i.jpg; Michel 144 
15c : 20c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AA1-i.jpg;  Michel 145 
All: “1936 Local Motifs Issue of 1928 Surcharged; WM: None   Perforation: 14”.  
 
1936 Telegraph stamps 
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5c:2c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H48.jpg and 
http://www.iberphiltienda.com/images/iberphil/imgproductos/aditional/728/1310.jpg 
10c:2c: http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H49.jpg and  
http://www.iberphiltienda.com/images/iberphil/imgproductos/aditional/728/1310.jpg 






All: “1936 Spanish Moroccan postage stamp of 1928 (SG 126) overprinted and surcharged as indicated in black, red, 
green or blue. No controls. Thomas De La Rue & Co.Ltd. White wove paper. No watermark. Perf 14” 
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1c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AN-i.jpg; Michel 146 
2c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AO-i.jpg;  Michel 147 
5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AP-i.jpg; Michel 148 




30c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AQ-i.jpg; Michel 150 
1Pta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AJ3-i.jpg; Michel 151 
10Pta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AR-i.jpg; Michel 152 




1c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AS-i.jpg; Michel 153 
2c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AT-i.jpg; Michel 154 
5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AU-i.jpg; Michel 155 
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15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AW-i.jpg; Michel 157 
20c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AX-i.jpg; Michel 158 
25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AY-i.jpg; Michel 159 




40c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BA-i.jpg; Michel 161 
50c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BB-i.jpg; Michel 162 
60c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BC-i.jpg; Michel 163 




2Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BE-i.jpg; Michel 165 
2.50Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BF-i.jpg; Michel 166 
4Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BG-i.jpg; Michel 167 
10Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BH-i.jpg; Michel 168 
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Blocks: http://www.iberphiltienda.com/images/iberphil/imgproductos/Gr/728/1298.jpg; Michel Block 1  
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1937 Postal tax stamps; Michel: ”Zwangszuschlagmarken”; Yvert: Timbres de 
bienfaisance 
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10c dark brown; http://cloud10.todocoleccion.online/sellos-guerra-civil/tc/2015/06/06/17/49702481.jpg;  
http://filateliahobby.es/3425-thickbox_default/1937-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-1s-3s-x6-.jpg;  Michel Zzm 1A 
10c light brown; http://cloud10.todocoleccion.online/sellos-guerra-civil/tc/2015/06/06/17/49702481.jpg;  
http://filateliahobby.es/3425-thickbox_default/1937-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-1s-3s-x6-.jpg Michel Zzm 2A 
10c blue; http://cloud10.todocoleccion.online/sellos-guerra-civil/tc/2015/06/06/17/49702481.jpg;  
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-2FRmNjAfAno/VhQ_lWaouWI/AAAAAAAAZ78/Ihn03HwUWys/s1600/SpanMRA3.jpg; 
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ish_Civil_War_1939.jpg : “The Postal Tax stamps of 1937-39 was used to raise funds for disabled soldiers in North 
Africa. Appropriately, the stamps depict General Francisco Franco.” 
 
  
1937 Telegraph stamps 
Yvert TT 49-51 
 





all: “1937 Spanish fiscal stamps overprinted 'Telégrafos' in black and 'ZONA DE PROTECTORADO ESPAÑOL EN 
MARRUECOS' in blue or red. Controls on reverse. White wove paper. No watermark. Perf 12 x 11½”. There are two 
types of “T” prints.  
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5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BJ-i.jpg; Michel 176 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BK-i.jpg;  Michel 177 
25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BL-i.jpg;  Michel 178 




50c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BN-i.jpg; Michel 180 




1Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BP-i.jpg;  Michel 182 
1.50Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BQ-i.jpg;  Michel 183 
2Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BR-i.jpg; Michel 184 
3Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BS-i.jpg;  Michel 185 
All: “1938 Airmail; 1. July WM: None   Perforation: 13½”.  
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10c dark brown; Michel Zzm 1B and block 1: https://images-03.delcampe-static.net/img_large/auction/000/250/976/942 
_001.jpg?v=0; and  http://filateliahobby.es/11549-thickbox_default/1938-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-4-6-.jpg  
10c light brown; http://filateliahobby.es/11549-thickbox_default/1938-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-4-6-.jpg Michel Zzm 
2B and block 2 
10c blue; http://filateliahobby.es/11549-thickbox_default/1938-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-4-6-.jpg Michel Zzm 3B and 
block 3 
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1938 Telegraph stamps 
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“All: 1938 Second specifically Spanish Moroccan telegraph series. No controls. Hija de B. Fournier, Burgos, Spain. 
White wove paper. No watermark. Perf 11”.  
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1Pta: http://cloud10.todocoleccion.online/sellos-guerra-civil/tc/2010/10/02/21873758.jpg   
 




5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BT-i.jpg;  Michel 186 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BU-i.jpg;  Michel 187 
15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BV-i.jpg;  Michel 188 
20c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BW-i.jpg;  Michel 189 
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1c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BX-i.jpg;  Michel 190 
2c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BY-i.jpg;  Michel 191 
5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BZ-i.jpg;  Michel 192 




15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CB-i.jpg;  Michel 194 
20c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CC-i.jpg;  Michel 195 
25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CD-i.jpg  Michel 196 




40c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CF-i.jpg;  Michel 198 
45c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CG-i.jpg;  Michel 199 
50c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CH-i.jpg;  Michel 200 
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1Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CJ-i.jpg; Michel 202 
2.50Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CK-i.jpg;  Michel 203 
5Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CL-i.jpg;  Michel 204 
10Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CM-i.jpg;  Michel 205 
All: “1940 Local Motifs; 1. April WM: None   Perforation: 10¾ x 11½”.  
 








1c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AS1-i.jpg:  Michel 207 
2c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AT1-i.jpg;  Michel 208 
5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AU1-i.jpg;  Michel 209 
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15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AW1-i.jpg;  Michel 211 
20c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AX1-i.jpg;  Michel 212 
25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/AY1-i.jpg;  Michel 213 




40c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BA1-i.jpg;  Michel 215 
50c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BB1-i.jpg;  Michel 216 
60c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BC1-i.jpg;  Michel 217 




2Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BE1-i.jpg;  Michel 219 
2.50Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BF1-i.jpg;  Michel 220 
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10Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BH1-i.jpg;  Michel 222 
25c: 20c Urgente; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/BI1-i.jpg;  Michel 
223 
All: “1940 The 4th Anniversary of "National Survey"; 17. July WM: None”.  
 




5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CO-i.jpg;  Michel 224 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CP-i.jpg;  Michel 225 
15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CQ-i.jpg;  Michel 226 
20c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CR-i.jpg;  Michel 227 
40c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CS-i.jpg;  Michel 228 
All: “1941 Urban Views; WM: None   Perforation: 11”.  
 
1941 Postal Tax stamps; Michel: “Zwangszuschlagsmarken”; Yvert: Timbres de 
Bienfaisance 
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10c yellowgreen; Michel Zzm 4 
10c rose; Michel Zzm 5 
10c red brown; Michel Zzm 6 
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5c: 10c; not yet included; Yvert TB 25 
5c: 30c; http://filateliahobby.es/11553-large_default/1941-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-18hdv-.jpg; Yvert TB 26 
5c:50c; not yet included; Yvert TB 27 
5c:1p, airmail; not yet included; Yvert TB 33 
5c:2p, airmail; not yet included; Yvert TB 34 
 




5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CT-i.jpg;  Michel 229 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CU-i.jpg;  Michel 230 
15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CV-i.jpg;  Michel 231 
90c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CW-i.jpg;  Michel 232 
5Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CX-i.jpg;  Michel 233 
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5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CP1-i.jpg;  Michel 234 
40c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CQ1-i.jpg;  Michel 235 
Both: “1943 Cities; WM: None   Perforation: 12½”.  
 
1943-45 Postal Tax stamps; Michel: Zwangzuschlagsmarken; Yvert: Timbres de 
Bienfaisance 
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10c grey green; http://filateliahobby.es/3430-thickbox_default/1943-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-22-25-.jpg; Michel Zzm 
8 
10c blue green; http://filateliahobby.es/3430-thickbox_default/1943-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-22-25-.jpg; Michel Zzm 
9 
10c brown; http://filateliahobby.es/3430-thickbox_default/1943-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-22-25-.jpg; Michel Zzm 10 
10c blue violet; http://filateliahobby.es/3430-thickbox_default/1943-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-22-25-.jpg; Michel Zzm 
11 
10c lilac pink and  brown; http://filateliahobby.es/3432-large_default/1945-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-32-35-.jpg; 
Michel Zzm 12 
10c orange and grey green; http://filateliahobby.es/3432-large_default/1945-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-32-35-.jpg; 
Michel Zzm 13 
10c; dark green and lilac; http://filateliahobby.es/3432-large_default/1945-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-32-35-.jpg; Michel 
Zzm 14 
10c; blue and brown; http://filateliahobby.es/3432-large_default/1945-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-32-35-.jpg; Michel 
Zzm 15 
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http://filateliahobby.es/3431-large_default/1943-ed-marruecos-beneficencia-26-31-.jpg; Yvert TB 45-50 
 




1c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CY-i.jpg; Michel 236 
2c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CZ-i.jpg; Michel 237 




10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DB-i.jpg;  Michel 239 
15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DC-i.jpg; Michel 240 
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25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DE-s.jpg Michel 242 
30c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/CY1-i.jpg Michel 243 




50c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DA1-i.jpg Michel 245 
75c: https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DB1-i.jpg Michel 246 




2.50Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DD1-i.jpg Michel 248 
10Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DE1-i.jpg Michel 249 
All: “1944 Agricultural Scenes; 2. October WM: None   Perforation: 12½” 
 
1945 Telegraph stamp 
 
 
http://gb-precancels.org/Telegraphs/World/images/Moroc-sp-H72.jpg: “1945 As above [=1938; H63] but surcharged as 
with type 23 in black”. Yvert TT 61 
 
Also: “1945 Nos. 70 and 71 above overprinted 'TANGER' diagonally in rough sans-serif capitals (32mm x 6mm) in 
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1946 Postal stamps 
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2c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DG-i.jpg Michel 251 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DF1-i.jpg Michel 252 
15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DG1-i.jpg Michel 253 
25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DF2-i.jpg Michel 254 
40c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DH-i.jpg Michel 255 
45c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DG2-i.jpg Michel 256 
1Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DI-i.jpg  Michel 257 
2.50Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DJ-i.jpg Michel 258 
10Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DK-i.jpg Michel 259 
All: “1946 Trade; 1. March WM: None   Perforation: 12½”.  
 
 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DL-i.jpg Michel 260 
25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DM-i.jpg Michel 261 
25c + 5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DN-i.jpg  Michel 262 
50c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DO-i.jpg Michel 263 
90c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DP-i.jpg Michel 264 
All: “1946 Combating Tuberculosis; 1. September WM: None   Perforation: 11½ x 10½”. 
 




10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DQ-i.jpg Michel 265 
25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DR-i.jpg Michel 266 
25c + 5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DS-i.jpg Michel 263 
50c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DT-i.jpg  Michel 268 
90c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DU-i.jpg  Michel 269 
All: “1947 Combating Tuberculosis; 1. September WM: None   Perforation: 10”.  
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2c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DZ-i.jpg Michel 270 
5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DW-i.jpg Michel 271 
15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DX-i.jpg  Michel 272 
25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DV-i.jpg Michel 273 
35c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DW1-i.jpg Michel 274 
50c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DY-i.jpg  Michel 275 
70c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DX1-i.jpg  Michel 276 
90c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DV1-i.jpg  Michel 277 
1Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DY1-i.jpg  Michel 278 
2.50Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/DZ1-i.jpg  Michel 279 
10Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/EA-i.jpg  Michel 280 
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10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/EB-i.jpg Michel 281 
50c + 10 
 
 
c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/EC-i.jpg Michel 282 
90c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/ED-i.jpg Michel 283 
2.50Pta + 50c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/EE-i.jpg Michel 284 
25c, airmail; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/EF-i.jpg  Michel 285 
5Pta + 1Pta, airmail; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/EG-i.jpg Michel 
286 
All: “1948 Combating Tuberculosis, 1. October WM: None   Perforation: 10”. 
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1949 Postage stamps for airmail 
 
 
5c; Michel 287; 10c; Michel 288; 30c; Michel 289; 1.75Pta; Michel 290; 3Pta; Michel 291; 4Pta; Michel 292; 6.50Pta; 
Michel 293; 8Pta; Michel 294. 
All: 
https://www.freestampcatalogue.com/media/catalog/product/cache/2/image/9df78eab33525d08d6e5fb8d27136e95/m/h/
mhp0287.jpg. www.stampworld.com: “1949 Airmail – Views, 1. January WM: None   Perforation: 10”.  
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50c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/EM-i.jpg Michel 295 
1Pta + 10c, airmail; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/EN-i.jpg Michel 
296 
Both: “1949 Wedding of the Caliph at Tetuan, June 5, 1949, 15. May WM: None   Perforation: 10”.  
 
 
5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/EO-i.jpg Michel 297 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/EP-i.jpg Michel 298 
50c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/EQ-i.jpg Michel 299 
90c + 10c;  https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/ER-i.jpg Michel 300 
25c, airmail; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/ES-i.jpg Michel 301 
All: “1949 (Air)mail - Combating Tuberculosis, 1. October WM: None   Perforation: 10” 
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5c; Michel 302;10c; Michel 303;15c; Michel 304;35c; Michel 305;45c; Michel 306;50c; Michel 307;75c; Michel 308; 
90c; Michel 309;1Peseta; Michel 310;1.50Peseta; Michel 311;5Peseta; Michel 312;10Peseta; Michel 313; 
25c, Urgente; Michel 314 
https://www.freestampcatalogue.com/media/catalog/product/cache/2/image/9df78eab33525d08d6e5fb8d27136e95/m/h/
mhp0302.jpg; www.stampworld.com: “1950 The 75th Anniversary of the Universal Postal Union, 15. February WM: 
None   Perforation: 11”.  
 




5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/EZ-i.jpg  Michel 315 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FA-i.jpg Michel 316 
50c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FB-i.jpg  Michel 317 
90c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FC-i.jpg  Michel 318 
25c, airmail; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FD-i.jpg Michel 319 
All: “1950 Combating Tuberculosis, 1. October WM: None   Perforation: 10”.  
 




mhp0320.jpg; www.stampworld.com: “1951 Hunting and Fishing, 1. January WM: None   Perforation: 10”.  
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5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FI-i.jpg Michel 326 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FJ-i.jpg Michel 327 
50c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FK-i.jpg  Michel 328 
90c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FL-i.jpg  Michel 329 
1Peseta + 5Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FM-i.jpg  Michel 
330 
25c, airmail; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FN-i.jpg Michel 331 
1.10Pta +0.25Pta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FO-i.jpg  Michel 
332 
All: “1951 Combating Tuberculosis, 1. October WM: None   Perforation: 10 x 10½”.  
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5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FP-i.jpg  Michel 333 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FQ-i.jpg  Michel 334 
15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FR-i.jpg Michel 335 
20c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FS-i.jpg Michel 336 
25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FT-i.jpg Michel 337 
35c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FU-i.jpg  Michel 338 
45c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FV-i.jpg Michel 339 
50c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FW-i.jpg Michel 340 
75c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FX-i.jpg Michel 341 
90c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FY-i.jpg Michel 342 
1Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/FZ-i.jpg Michel 343 
5Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GA-i.jpg  Michel 344 
10Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GB-i.jpg Michel 345 
25c, Urgente; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GC-i.jpg Michel 346 
All: “1952 Local Scenes, 15. March WM: None   Perforation: 11”.  
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https://www.freestampcatalogue.com/media/catalog/product/cache/2/image/9df78eab33525d08d6e5fb8d27136e95/m/h/
mhp0347.jpg; www.stampworld.com: “1952 Airmail - Erection of a Postal Museum, 1. September WM: None   
Perforation: 11” 
 
2Pta; Michel 347; 4Pta; Michel 348; 8Pta; Michel 349; 16Pta; Michel 350 
 
1952 Postage stamps 
 
   
 
5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GH-i.jpg  Michel 351 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GI-i.jpg Michel 352 
50c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GJ-i.jpg  Michel 353 
90c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GK-i.jpg  Michel 354 
5Peseta + 2Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GL-i.jpg Michel 
355. 
All: “1952 - Combating Tuberculosis, 1. October WM: None   Perforation: 11”.  
 
   
 
25c, airmail; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GM-i.jpg Michel 356 
60c + 25c; airmail; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GN-i.jpg Michel 
357 
1.10Pta +0.25Pta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GO-i.jpg Michel 358 
All: “1952 Airmail - Combating Tuberculosis, 1. October WM: None   Perforation: 11”.  
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https://www.freestampcatalogue.com/media/catalog/product/cache/2/image/9df78eab33525d08d6e5fb8d27136e95/m/h/
mhp0359.jpg; www.stampworld.com: “1953 Airmail - National Picture, 15. March WM: None   Perforation: 10”.  
 








50c : 75c; Michel 363; two different overprints of “50”; www.stampworld.com: “1953 Airmail - Aircraft on Landscape - 
Previous Issue Surcharged; 1. September WM: None   Perforation: 13½”.  
 
1953 Postage stamps 
 
    
 
 
5c;  https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GT-i.jpg Michel 364 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GU-i.jpg Michel 365 
50c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GV-i.jpg Michel 366 
90c + 10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GW-i.jpg  Michel 367 
5Peseta + 2Peseta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GX-i.jpg  Michel 
368 
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25c, airmail; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GY-i.jpg Michel 369 
60c + 25c; airmail; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/GZ-i.jpg  Michel 
370 
1.10Pta +0.25Pta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/HA-i.jpg  Michel 
371 




mhp0372.jpg; www.stampworld.com: “1953 Definitive Issue. 15. November WM: None   Perforation: 10”.  
 




mhp0374.jpg ; www.stampworld.com: “1953 The 25th Anniversary of Protectorate. 15. December WM: None   
Perforation: 10” 
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Michel 380; 4.50Pta; Michel 381; 10Pta; Michel 382; 25c, Urgente; Michel 383 
 
1954 Postage stamps 
 
    
 
5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/HI-i.jpg Michel 384 
5c + 5c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/HJ-i.jpg Michel 385 
10c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/HK-i.jpg Michel 386 




5Peseta + 2Pta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/HM-i.jpg Michel 388 
25c, airmail; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/HN-i.jpg Michel 389 
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mhp0390.jpg; www.stampworld.com: “1955 City Gates. 12. February WM: None   Perforation: 11”.  
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15c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/HS-i.jpg Michel 396 
25c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/HT-i.jpg Michel 397 
30c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/HU-i.jpg Michel 398 
70c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/HS1-i.jpg Michel 399 
 
    
 
80c; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/HT1-i.jpg Michel 400 
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1.80Pta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/HS2-i.jpg Michel 402 





5Pta; not yet included; Michel 404 
15Pta; https://www.stampworld.com/media/catalogue/Spanish-Morocco/Postage-stamps/HV2-i.jpg  Michel 405 
All: “1955 The 30th Anniversary of Caliph's Accession. 8. November WM: None   Perforation: 12½”.  
 
Also see: https://biblioaecidmadrid.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/gbzimagenes-sellos-correos_gozalbes-uclm11.pdf 
 
 
Continued as APH 5 part 4B 
